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The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting alphabets
of the early 1900s—has been one of the most widely used stationer’s lettering styles since about 1900. Its open, simple forms offer legibility at very small
sizes. While there are digital fonts based on this style (such as Burin Sans™ and
Sackers Gothic,™ among others), few offer the range of styles and weights possible, with the versatility designers perhaps expect from digital type families.
Sweet Sans fills that void.
The family is based on antique engraver’s lettering templates called “masterplates.” Professional stationers use a pantograph to manually transfer letters from these masterplates to a piece of copper or steel that is then etched to
serve as a plate or die. This demanding technique is rare today given that most
engravers now use a photographic process to make plates, where just about
any font will do. But the lettering styles engravers popularized during the first
half of the twentieth century—especially the engraver’s sans—are still quite
familiar and appealing.
Referencing various masterplates—which typically offer the alphabet, figures, an ampersand, and little else—Mark van Bronkhorst has drawn a comprehensive toolkit of nine weights, each offering upper- and lowercase forms,
small caps, true italics, arbitrary fractions, and various figure sets designed to
harmonize with text, small caps, and all-caps. The fonts are available as basic,
“Standard” character sets, and as “Pro” character sets offering a variety of typographic features and full support for Western and Central European languages.
Though rich in history, Sweet Sans is made for contemporary use. It is a handsome and functional tribute to the spirit of unsung craftsmanship.
Sweet Sans
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production
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Sweet Sans Hairline Hairline Small Caps
Sweet Sans Hairline Italic Hairline Italic Small Caps
Sweet Sans Extra Thin Extra Thin Small Caps
Sweet Sans Extra Thin Italic Extra Thin Italic Small Caps
Sweet Sans Thin Thin Small Caps
Sweet Sans Thin Italic Thin Italic Small Caps
Sweet Sans Extra Light Extra Light Small Caps
Sweet Sans Extra Light Italic Extra Light Italic Small Caps
Sweet Sans Light Light Small Caps
Sweet Sans Light Italic Light Italic Small Caps
Sweet Sans Regular Regular Small Caps
Sweet Sans Italic Italic Small Caps
Sweet Sans Medium Medium Small Caps
Sweet Sans Medium Italic Medium Italic Small Caps
Sweet Sans Bold Bold Small Caps
Sweet Sans Bold Italic Bold Italic Small Caps
Sweet Sans Heavy Heavy Small Caps
Sweet Sans Heavy Italic Heavy Italic Small Caps
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Hi lde brand Tornado Age ncy

S E M I C O L O N I A L M f g . C o. I n c .
grand rapi ds

The Golfer’s Choice
for special pants

f r a n k l i n TERKLING
sales manager
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“Truly unbearable”
–Bo o kie bo o k Weekly

“Dazzling!”
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–Glibso n Torville

beastie

Detail, “Oshichi,” color woodcut by Utagawa
Kuniteru (1808–1876). Japan: Masuda Shop
before the Temple of the Shiba Shinmei, 1867
(Hori Yoshiharu, carver).
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VACATIONING
Festive fruitcake
Groundbreaking
Supermarket
MEMBERSHIP
Prized specimen
Mansion burned
Encyclopedia
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regular

small caps

italic

small caps
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INTERMINGLE
Plastics exports
Desired method
Graphic Arts
ADVERTISING
Peculiar artwork
Superb qualities
Mythological
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regular

small caps

italic

small caps
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HORSE SHOW
Prodigious child
Extension cords
Straight Line
team leader
Museum Exhibit
Breaking dishes
Elegant Hats
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regular

small caps

italic

small caps
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ORCHESTRAL
Frightful phobia
Overweight dog
Italian Shoes
sporty auto
Employees Only
Sweet anecdote
Catchy Tunes
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regular

small caps

italic

small caps
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authorities
Girls like horses
Tacky souvenirs
Online Poker
MEANDERING
A special feeling
Boyhood drama
Wooden Bats
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regular

small caps

italic

small caps
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scrimmages
Kitchen warfare
Skirmish erupts
Money Found
projectiles
Sticky meringue
Folk songs sung
Fancy Hairdo
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regular

small caps

italic

small caps
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GLUTEN FREE
Scarlet blemish
Lakeside resort
Xanthan Gum
PHLEBOTOMY
Vocal ensemble
Motion sickness
Bicycle Shop
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regular

small caps

italic

small caps
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ABSORBENCY
Irksome docent
Television show
Subordinate
REFRIGERATE
Pinball machine
Baccalaureates
Razzamatazz
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regular

small caps

italic

small caps
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SALMONELLA
Ancient artifact
Biodegradation
Daydreaming
QUADRILLION
Gelatinousness
Tender moment
Misanthrope
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small caps

italic

small caps
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The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting alphabets of t
he early 1900s—has been one of the most widely used stationer’s lettering
styles since about 1900. Its open, simple forms offer legibility at very small
sizes. While there are digital fonts based on this style, few offer the range of
styles and weights possible, with the versatility designers perhaps expect f
rom digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. The family is based on a
ntique engraver’s lettering templates called “masterplates.” Professional sta
The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting alphabets of t
he early 1900s—has been one of the most widely used stationer’s lettering
styles since about 1900. Its open, simple forms offer legibility at very small
sizes. While there are digital fonts based on this style, few offer the range of
styles and weights possible, with the versatility designers perhaps expect f
rom digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. The family is based on a
ntique engraver’s lettering templates called “masterplates.” Professional sta
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The engraver’s sans serif—strikingly similar
to drafting alphabets of the early 1900s—has
been one of the most widely used stationer’s
lettering styles since about 1900. Its open, simple fo
rms offer legibility at very small sizes. While there
are digital fonts based on this style, few offer the
range of styles and weights possible, with the versatility design
ers perhaps expect from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills t
hat void. The family is based on antique engraver’s lettering tem
plates called “masterplates.” Professional S
tationers use a pantograph to manually trans
fer letters from these masterplates to a piec
e of copper or steel that is then etched to serve as
a plate or die. This demanding technique is rare tod
ay given that most engravers now use a photograph
ic process to make plates, where just about any font will do. Bu
t the lettering styles engravers popularized during the first half
of the twentieth century—especially the engraver’s sans—are

The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting
alphabets of the early 1900s—has been one of the most wide
ly used stationer’s lettering styles since about 1900. Its open,
simple forms offer legibility at very small sizes. While there are
digital fonts based on this style, few offer the range of styles a
nd weights possible, with the versatility designers perhaps ex
pect from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. The
family is based on antique engraver’s lettering templates calle
d “masterplates.” Professional stationers use a pantograph to
transfer letters from these masterplates to a piece of copper
or steel that is then etched to serve as a plate or die. This dem
anding technique is rare today given that most engravers now
The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting
alphabets of the early 1900s—has been one of the most wide
ly used stationer’s lettering styles since about 1900. Its open,
simple forms offer legibility at very small sizes. While there are
digital fonts based on this style, few offer the range of styles a
nd weights possible, with the versatility designers perhaps ex
pect from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. The
family is based on antique engraver’s lettering templates calle
d “masterplates.” Professional stationers use a pantograph to
transfer letters from these masterplates to a piece of copper
or steel that is then etched to serve as a plate or die. This dem
anding technique is rare today given that most engravers now
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The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting alphabets of t
he early 1900s—has been one of the most widely used stationer’s lettering
styles since about 1900. Its open, simple forms offer legibility at very small
sizes. While there are digital fonts based on this style, few offer the range of
styles and weights possible, with the versatility designers perhaps expect f
rom digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. The family is based on a
ntique engraver’s lettering templates called “masterplates.” Professional sta
The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting alphabets of t
he early 1900s—has been one of the most widely used stationer’s lettering
styles since about 1900. Its open, simple forms offer legibility at very small
sizes. While there are digital fonts based on this style, few offer the range of
styles and weights possible, with the versatility designers perhaps expect f
rom digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. The family is based on a
ntique engraver’s lettering templates called “masterplates.” Professional sta
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The engraver’s sans serif—strikingly similar
to drafting alphabets of the early 1900s—has
been one of the most widely used stationer’s
lettering styles since about 1900. Its open, simple fo
rms offer legibility at very small sizes. While there
are digital fonts based on this style, few offer the
range of styles and weights possible, with the versatility design
ers perhaps expect from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills t
hat void. The family is based on antique engraver’s lettering tem
plates called “masterplates.” Professional S
tationers use a pantograph to manually trans
fer letters from these masterplates to a piec
e of copper or steel that is then etched to serve as
a plate or die. This demanding technique is rare tod
ay given that most engravers now use a photograph
ic process to make plates, where just about any font will do. Bu
t the lettering styles engravers popularized during the first half
of the twentieth century—especially the engraver’s sans—are

The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting
alphabets of the early 1900s—has been one of the most wide
ly used stationer’s lettering styles since about 1900. Its open,
simple forms offer legibility at very small sizes. While there are
digital fonts based on this style, few offer the range of styles a
nd weights possible, with the versatility designers perhaps ex
pect from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. The
family is based on antique engraver’s lettering templates calle
d “masterplates.” Professional stationers use a pantograph to
transfer letters from these masterplates to a piece of copper
or steel that is then etched to serve as a plate or die. This dem
anding technique is rare today given that most engravers now
The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting
alphabets of the early 1900s—has been one of the most wide
ly used stationer’s lettering styles since about 1900. Its open,
simple forms offer legibility at very small sizes. While there are
digital fonts based on this style, few offer the range of styles a
nd weights possible, with the versatility designers perhaps ex
pect from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. The
family is based on antique engraver’s lettering templates calle
d “masterplates.” Professional stationers use a pantograph to
transfer letters from these masterplates to a piece of copper
or steel that is then etched to serve as a plate or die. This dem
anding technique is rare today given that most engravers now
6/9 pt
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The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting alphabets of t
he early 1900s—has been one of the most widely used stationer’s lettering
styles since about 1900. Its open, simple forms offer legibility at very small
sizes. While there are digital fonts based on this style, few offer the range of
styles and weights possible, with the versatility designers perhaps expect f
rom digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. The family is based on a
ntique engraver’s lettering templates called “masterplates.” Professional sta
The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting alphabets of t
he early 1900s—has been one of the most widely used stationer’s lettering
styles since about 1900. Its open, simple forms offer legibility at very small
sizes. While there are digital fonts based on this style, few offer the range of
styles and weights possible, with the versatility designers perhaps expect f
rom digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. The family is based on a
ntique engraver’s lettering templates called “masterplates.” Professional sta
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The engraver’s sans serif—strikingly similar
to drafting alphabets of the early 1900s—has
been one of the most widely used stationer’s
lettering styles since about 1900. Its open, simple fo
rms offer legibility at very small sizes. While there
are digital fonts based on this style, few offer the
range of styles and weights possible, with the versatility design
ers perhaps expect from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills t
hat void. The family is based on antique engraver’s lettering tem
plates called “masterplates.” Professional S
tationers use a pantograph to manually trans
fer letters from these masterplates to a piec
e of copper or steel that is then etched to serve as
a plate or die. This demanding technique is rare tod
ay given that most engravers now use a photograph
ic process to make plates, where just about any font will do. Bu
t the lettering styles engravers popularized during the first half
of the twentieth century—especially the engraver’s sans—are

The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting
alphabets of the early 1900s—has been one of the most wide
ly used stationer’s lettering styles since about 1900. Its open,
simple forms offer legibility at very small sizes. While there are
digital fonts based on this style, few offer the range of styles a
nd weights possible, with the versatility designers perhaps ex
pect from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. The
family is based on antique engraver’s lettering templates calle
d “masterplates.” Professional stationers use a pantograph to
transfer letters from these masterplates to a piece of copper
or steel that is then etched to serve as a plate or die. This dem
anding technique is rare today given that most engravers now
The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting
alphabets of the early 1900s—has been one of the most wide
ly used stationer’s lettering styles since about 1900. Its open,
simple forms offer legibility at very small sizes. While there are
digital fonts based on this style, few offer the range of styles a
nd weights possible, with the versatility designers perhaps ex
pect from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. The
family is based on antique engraver’s lettering templates calle
d “masterplates.” Professional stationers use a pantograph to
transfer letters from these masterplates to a piece of copper
or steel that is then etched to serve as a plate or die. This dem
anding technique is rare today given that most engravers now
6/9 pt
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The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting alphabets of
the early 1900s—has been one of the most widely used stationer’s letterin
g styles since about 1900. Its open, simple forms offer legibility at very sma
ll sizes. While there are digital fonts based on this style, few offer the range
of styles and weights possible, with the versatility designers perhaps expe
ct from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. The family is based
on antique engraver’s lettering templates called “masterplates.” Professio
The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting alphabets of
the early 1900s—has been one of the most widely used stationer’s letterin
g styles since about 1900. Its open, simple forms offer legibility at very sma
ll sizes. While there are digital fonts based on this style, few offer the range
of styles and weights possible, with the versatility designers perhaps expe
ct from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. The family is based
on antique engraver’s lettering templates called “masterplates.” Professio
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The engraver’s sans serif—strikingly similar
to drafting alphabets of the early 1900s—has
been one of the most widely used stationer’s
lettering styles since about 1900. Its open, simple f
orms offer legibility at very small sizes. While the
re are digital fonts based on this style, few offer
the range of styles and weights possible, with the versatility de
signers perhaps expect from digital type families. Sweet Sans
fills that void. The family is based on antique engraver’s letteri
NG TEMplates called “masterplates.” PROfessi
onal Stationers use a pantograph to manuall
y transfer letters from these masterplates t
o a piece of copper or steel that is then etched to
serve as a plate or die. This demanding technique is
rare today given that most engravers now use a ph
otographic process to make plates, where just about any font
will do. But the lettering styles engravers popularized during t
he first half of the twentieth century—especially the engraver

The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting
alphabets of the early 1900s—has been one of the most wide
ly used stationer’s lettering styles since about 1900. Its open,
simple forms offer legibility at very small sizes. While there ar
e digital fonts based on this style, few offer the range of style
s and weights possible, with the versatility designers perhaps
expect from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. T
he family is based on antique engraver’s lettering templates
called “masterplates.” Professional stationers use a pantogr
aph to transfer letters from these masterplates to a piece of
copper or steel that is then etched to serve as a plate or die.
This demanding technique is rare today given that most engr
The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting
alphabets of the early 1900s—has been one of the most wide
ly used stationer’s lettering styles since about 1900. Its open,
simple forms offer legibility at very small sizes. While there ar
e digital fonts based on this style, few offer the range of style
s and weights possible, with the versatility designers perhaps
expect from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. T
he family is based on antique engraver’s lettering templates
called “masterplates.” Professional stationers use a pantogr
aph to transfer letters from these masterplates to a piece of
copper or steel that is then etched to serve as a plate or die.
This demanding technique is rare today given that most engr
6/9 pt
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The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting alphabets of
the early 1900s—has been one of the most widely used stationer’s letterin
g styles since about 1900. Its open, simple forms offer legibility at very sma
ll sizes. While there are digital fonts based on this style, few offer the range
of styles and weights possible, with the versatility designers perhaps expe
ct from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. The family is based
on antique engraver’s lettering templates called “masterplates.” Professio
The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting alphabets of
the early 1900s—has been one of the most widely used stationer’s letterin
g styles since about 1900. Its open, simple forms offer legibility at very sma
ll sizes. While there are digital fonts based on this style, few offer the range
of styles and weights possible, with the versatility designers perhaps expe
ct from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. The family is based
on antique engraver’s lettering templates called “masterplates.” Professio
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The engraver’s sans serif—strikingly similaR
to drafting alphabets of the early 1900s—has
been one of the most widely used stationer’s
lettering styles since about 1900. Its open, simple f
orms offer legibility at very small sizes. While the
re are digital fonts based on this style, few offer
the range of styles and weights possible, with the versatility de
signers perhaps expect from digital type families. Sweet Sans
fills that void. The family is based on antique engraver’s letteri
NG TEMplates called “masterplates.” PROfessi
onal Stationers use a pantograph to manuall
y transfer letters from these masterplates t
o a piece of copper or steel that is then etched to
serve as a plate or die. This demanding technique is
rare today given that most engravers now use a ph
otographic process to make plates, where just about any font
will do. But the lettering styles engravers popularized during t
he first half of the twentieth century—especially the engraver

The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting
alphabets of the early 1900s—has been one of the most wide
ly used stationer’s lettering styles since about 1900. Its open,
simple forms offer legibility at very small sizes. While there ar
e digital fonts based on this style, few offer the range of style
s and weights possible, with the versatility designers perhaps
expect from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. T
he family is based on antique engraver’s lettering templates
called “masterplates.” Professional stationers use a pantogr
aph to transfer letters from these masterplates to a piece of
copper or steel that is then etched to serve as a plate or die.
This demanding technique is rare today given that most engr
The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting
alphabets of the early 1900s—has been one of the most wide
ly used stationer’s lettering styles since about 1900. Its open,
simple forms offer legibility at very small sizes. While there ar
e digital fonts based on this style, few offer the range of style
s and weights possible, with the versatility designers perhaps
expect from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. T
he family is based on antique engraver’s lettering templates
called “masterplates.” Professional stationers use a pantogr
aph to transfer letters from these masterplates to a piece of
copper or steel that is then etched to serve as a plate or die.
This demanding technique is rare today given that most engr
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The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting alphabets o
f the early 1900s—has been one of the most widely used stationer’s lette
ring styles since about 1900. Its open, simple forms offer legibility at very
small sizes. While there are digital fonts based on this style, few offer the
range of styles and weights possible, with the versatility designers perha
ps expect from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. The family
is based on antique engraver’s lettering templates called “masterplates.”
The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting alphabets o
f the early 1900s—has been one of the most widely used stationer’s lette
ring styles since about 1900. Its open, simple forms offer legibility at very
small sizes. While there are digital fonts based on this style, few offer the
range of styles and weights possible, with the versatility designers perha
ps expect from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. The family
is based on antique engraver’s lettering templates called “masterplates.”
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The engraver’s sans serif—strikingly similaR
to drafting alphabets of the early 1900s—has
been one of the most widely used stationer’s
lettering styles since about 1900. Its open, simple f
orms offer legibility at very small sizes. While the
re are digital fonts based on this style, few offer
the range of styles and weights possible, with the versatility de
signers perhaps expect from digital type families. Sweet Sans
fills that void. The family is based on antique engraver’s letteri
NG TEMplates called “masterplates.” PROfessi
onal Stationers use a pantograph to manuall
y transfer letters from these masterplates t
o a piece of copper or steel that is then etched to
serve as a plate or die. This demanding technique is
rare today given that most engravers now use a ph
otographic process to make plates, where just about any font
will do. But the lettering styles engravers popularized during t
he first half of the twentieth century—especially the engraver

The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to draftin
g alphabets of the early 1900s—has been one of the most w
dely used stationer’s lettering styles since about 1900. Its o
pen, simple forms offer legibility at very small sizes. While th
ere are digital fonts based on this style, few offer the range o
f styles and weights possible, with the versatility designers
perhaps expect from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills th
at void. The family is based on antique engraver’s lettering te
mplates called “masterplates.” Professional stationers use
a pantograph to transfer letters from these masterplates to
a piece of copper or steel that is then etched to serve as a pl
ate or die. This demanding technique is rare today given that
The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to draftin
g alphabets of the early 1900s—has been one of the most w
dely used stationer’s lettering styles since about 1900. Its o
pen, simple forms offer legibility at very small sizes. While th
ere are digital fonts based on this style, few offer the range o
f styles and weights possible, with the versatility designers
perhaps expect from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills th
at void. The family is based on antique engraver’s lettering te
mplates called “masterplates.” Professional stationers use
a pantograph to transfer letters from these masterplates to
a piece of copper or steel that is then etched to serve as a pl
ate or die. This demanding technique is rare today given that
6/9 pt
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The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting alphabets o
f the early 1900s—has been one of the most widely used stationer’s lette
ring styles since about 1900. Its open, simple forms offer legibility at very
small sizes. While there are digital fonts based on this style, few offer the
range of styles and weights possible, with the versatility designers perha
ps expect from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. The family
is based on antique engraver’s lettering templates called “masterplates.”
The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting alphabets o
f the early 1900s—has been one of the most widely used stationer’s lette
ring styles since about 1900. Its open, simple forms offer legibility at very
small sizes. While there are digital fonts based on this style, few offer the
range of styles and weights possible, with the versatility designers perha
ps expect from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. The family
is based on antique engraver’s lettering templates called “masterplates.”
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The engraver’s sans serif—strikingly similaR
to drafting alphabets of the early 1900s—has
been one of the most widely used stationer’s
lettering styles since about 1900. Its open, simpl
e forms offer legibility at very small sizes. while
there are digital fonts based on this style, few o
ffer the range of styles and weights possible, with the versatil
ity designers perhaps expect from digital type families. Sweet
Sans fills that void. The family is based on antique engraver’s
letteriNG TEMplates called “masterplates.” P
ROfessional Stationers use a pantograph to m
anually transfer letters from these masterP
lates to a piece of copper or steel that is then et
ched to serve as a plate or die. This demanding te
chnique is rare today given that most engravers
now use a photographic process to make plates, where just a
bout any font will do. But the lettering styles engravers popul
arized during the first half of the twentieth century—especial

The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to draftin
g alphabets of the early 1900s—has been one of the most wi
dely used stationer’s lettering styles since about 1900. Its o
pen, simple forms offer legibility at very small sizes. While th
ere are digital fonts based on this style, few offer the range o
f styles and weights possible, with the versatility designers
perhaps expect from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills th
at void. The family is based on antique engraver’s lettering te
mplates called “masterplates.” Professional stationers use
a pantograph to transfer letters from these masterplates to
a piece of copper or steel that is then etched to serve as a pl
ate or die. This demanding technique is rare today given that
The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to draftin
g alphabets of the early 1900s—has been one of the most w
dely used stationer’s lettering styles since about 1900. Its o
pen, simple forms offer legibility at very small sizes. While th
ere are digital fonts based on this style, few offer the range o
f styles and weights possible, with the versatility designers
perhaps expect from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills th
at void. The family is based on antique engraver’s lettering te
mplates called “masterplates.” Professional stationers use
a pantograph to transfer letters from these masterplates to
a piece of copper or steel that is then etched to serve as a pl
ate or die. This demanding technique is rare today given that
6/9 pt
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The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting alphabets o
f the early 1900s—has been one of the most widely used stationer’s lette
ring styles since about 1900. Its open, simple forms offer legibility at very
small sizes. While there are digital fonts based on this style, few offer the
range of styles and weights possible, with the versatility designers perha
ps expect from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. The family
is based on antique engraver’s lettering templates called “masterplates.”
The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting alphabets o
f the early 1900s—has been one of the most widely used stationer’s lette
ring styles since about 1900. Its open, simple forms offer legibility at very
small sizes. While there are digital fonts based on this style, few offer the
range of styles and weights possible, with the versatility designers perha
ps expect from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. The family
is based on antique engraver’s lettering templates called “masterplates.”

8/12 pt

The engraver’s sans serif—strikingly similaR
to drafting alphabets of the early 1900s—has
been one of the most widely used stationer’s
lettering styles since about 1900. Its open, simpl
e forms offer legibility at very small sizes. while
there are digital fonts based on this style, few o
ffer the range of styles and weights possible, with the versatil
ity designers perhaps expect from digital type families. Sweet
Sans fills that void. The family is based on antique engraver’s
letteriNG TEMplates called “masterplates.” P
ROfessional Stationers use a pantograph to m
anually transfer letters from these masterP
lates to a piece of copper or steel that is then et
ched to serve as a plate or die. This demanding te
chnique is rare today given that most engravers
now use a photographic process to make plates, where just a
bout any font will do. But the lettering styles engravers popul
arized during the first half of the twentieth century—especial

The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to draftin
g alphabets of the early 1900s—has been one of the most wi
dely used stationer’s lettering styles since about 1900. Its o
pen, simple forms offer legibility at very small sizes. While th
ere are digital fonts based on this style, few offer the range o
f styles and weights possible, with the versatility designers
perhaps expect from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills th
at void. The family is based on antique engraver’s lettering te
mplates called “masterplates.” Professional stationers use
a pantograph to transfer letters from these masterplates to
a piece of copper or steel that is then etched to serve as a pl
ate or die. This demanding technique is rare today given that
The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to draftin
g alphabets of the early 1900s—has been one of the most w
dely used stationer’s lettering styles since about 1900. Its o
pen, simple forms offer legibility at very small sizes. While th
ere are digital fonts based on this style, few offer the range o
f styles and weights possible, with the versatility designers
perhaps expect from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills th
at void. The family is based on antique engraver’s lettering te
mplates called “masterplates.” Professional stationers use
a pantograph to transfer letters from these masterplates to
a piece of copper or steel that is then etched to serve as a pl
ate or die. This demanding technique is rare today given that
6/9 pt
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The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting alphabets
of the early 1900s—has been one of the most widely used stationer’s let
tering styles since about 1900. Its open, simple forms offer legibility at v
ery small sizes. While there are digital fonts based on this style, few offe
r the range of styles and weights possible, with the versatility designers
perhaps expect from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. The
family is based on antique engraver’s lettering templates called “master
The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafting alphabets
of the early 1900s—has been one of the most widely used stationer’s let
tering styles since about 1900. Its open, simple forms offer legibility at v
ery small sizes. While there are digital fonts based on this style, few offe
r the range of styles and weights possible, with the versatility designers
perhaps expect from digital type families. Sweet Sans fills that void. The
family is based on antique engraver’s lettering templates called “master
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The engraver’s sans serif—strikingly similaR
to drafting alphabets of the early 1900s—has
been one of the most widely used stationer’s
lettering styles since about 1900. Its open, simpl
e forms offer legibility at very small sizes. while
there are digital fonts based on this style, few o
ffer the range of styles and weights possible, with the versatil
ity designers perhaps expect from digital type families. Sweet
Sans fills that void. The family is based on antique engraver’s
letteriNG TEMplates called “masterplates.” P
ROfessional Stationers use a pantograph to m
anually transfer letters from these masterP
lates to a piece of copper or steel that is then et
ched to serve as a plate or die. This demanding te
chnique is rare today given that most engravers
now use a photographic process to make plates, where just a
bout any font will do. But the lettering styles engravers popul
arized during the first half of the twentieth century—especial

The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafti
ng alphabets of the early 1900s—has been one of the most
widely used stationer’s lettering styles since about 1900. It
s open, simple forms offer legibility at very small sizes. Whil
e there are digital fonts based on this style, few offer the ran
ge of styles and weights possible, with the versatility desig
ners perhaps expect from digital type families. Sweet Sans
fills that void. The family is based on antique engraver’s lett
ering templates called “masterplates.” Professional station
ers use a pantograph to transfer letters from these masterp
lates to a piece of copper or steel that is then etched to serv
e as a plate or die. This demanding technique is rare today g
The Engraver’s Sans Serif—strikingly similar to drafti
ng alphabets of the early 1900s—has been one of the most
widely used stationer’s lettering styles since about 1900. It
s open, simple forms offer legibility at very small sizes. Whil
e there are digital fonts based on this style, few offer the ran
ge of styles and weights possible, with the versatility desig
ners perhaps expect from digital type families. Sweet Sans
fills that void. The family is based on antique engraver’s lett
ering templates called “masterplates.” Professional station
ers use a pantograph to transfer letters from these masterp
lates to a piece of copper or steel that is then etched to serv
e as a plate or die. This demanding technique is rare today g
6/9 pt
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uppercase

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY&Z

small caps

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY&Z

lowercase

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz alternates jry

oldstyle figures, etc.

tabular oldstyle figures, etc.

lining figures, etc.

tabular lining figures, etc.

punctuation, etc.

ligatures

extended uppercase
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01123456789 $¢€£¥ƒ₡₣₤�₹₧§#%‰¤°
0123456789 $¢€£¥ƒ₡₣₤�₹§#%
01123456789 $¢€£¥ƒ₡₣₤�₹₧§#%‰
0123456789 $¢€£¥ƒ₡₣₤�₹§#%
.,:;!?¡¿' "‘’“”‚ „ ‹›« » -–—_…()[]{}\/*•@©�™℠®¶†‡ℓ℮
ß��ffffifflfjfjffjffjftffttt
ÁÀÂÄÃÅĂĀĄǺÇĆČĈĊĎĐÉÈÊËĔĚĖĒĘĞĜĢĠĦĤÍÌÎÏĬİĪĮĨĲĴĶ
ĹĽĻĿŁÑŃŇŅŊÓÒÔÖÕŎŐŌØǾŔŘŖŠŚŞŜȘŦŤŢȚÚÙÛÜŬŰŪŲŮŨ
ẂŴẄẀÝŸŶỲŽŹŻÐþÆǼŒƏ

uppercase variants

extended lowercase

01123456789 &¡¿‹›«»-–—()[]{}•@��$¢€£¥�₡₣₤�₹₧§#%‰
áàâäãåăāąǻçćčĉċďđéèêëĕěėēęğĝģġħĥíìîïĭīįĩĳıĵȷķĸĺľļŀłñńňņŋŉóòôöõ
ŏőōøǿŕřŗšśşŝșŧťţțúùûüŭűūųůũẃŵẅẁýÿŷỳžźżðþæǽœə ĳjĵȷrŕřŗyýÿŷỳ

extended small caps

ÁÀÂÄÃÅĂĀĄǺÇĆĈČĊĎĐÉÈÊËĔĚĖĒĘĞĢĠĜĦĤÍÌÎÏĬİĪĮĨĲĴĶĹĽĿĻŁÑŃŇŅŊ
ÓÒÔÖÕŎŐŌØǾŔŘŖŠŚŞŜȘŦŤŢțÚÛÜŬŰŪŲŮŨẂŴẄẀÝŸŶỲŽŹŻÐÞÆǼŒƏ

small cap variants

floating accents

super- and subscript

fractions

superscript minuscules

math

bullets & arrows

note

languages supported

!?¡¿
´`ˆ¨˜˚˘ˇ˙˝¯�¸˛ ´`ˆ¨˜˚˘ˇ˙˝¯�¸˛ ´`ˆ¨˜˚˘ˇ˙˝¯�¸˛
⁽$¢€£¥#%.,-⁾ ⁰¹²³⁴⁵⁶⁷⁸⁹₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
½ ¼ ¾ ⅓ ⅔ ⅛ ⅜ ⅝ ⅞ 0123456789⁄0123456789
abdehilmⁿorst
+ − × ÷ = ≈ ≠ ± < > ≤ ≥ ¬ · ~ ^ ¦|µπ∆Ω∏∑∫∂∞◊√
▪�■���●�▶◀▲▼□○��→←↑↓↖↗↙↘
access to some characters subject to application support of opentype features

Albanian, Basque, Catalan, Cornish, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Esperanto,
Estonian, Faroese, Finnish, French, Galician, German, Hungarian, Icelandic, Indonesian,
Irish, Italian, Kalaallisut, Latvian, Lithuanian, Malay, Maltese, Manx, Norwegian Bokmål,
Norwegian Nynorsk, Oromo, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Slovak, Slovenian, Somali,
Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Turkish, and Welsh
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all caps

ABCDEFGHIJKabcdefghijk → ABCDEFGHIJKabcdefghijk

all caps

¿(ABC)?def123GH@ijk$€38 → ¿(ABC)?def123gh@ijk$€38

small caps

all small caps

all small caps

ligatures

stylistic set 1

stylistic set 2

oldstyle figures (default)

tabular oldstyle figures

lining figures

tabular lining figures

all cap figures

fractions

superscript / superior

subscript / inferior

note

ABCDEFGHIJK&abcdefghijkl → ABCDEFGHIJK&abcdefghijkl
ABCDEFGHIJKabcdefghijklm → ABCDEFGHIJKabcdefghijklm
¿Abc? def & 123 GHijk $12 €38 → ¿Abc? def & 123 GHijk $12 €38
Offer Muffin Battle After → Offer Muffin Battle After
012345 012345 012345 → 012345 012345 012345
Banjo Carload Hyphen → Banjo Carload Hyphen
ABCDEabcde 0123456789 → ABCDEabcde 0123456789
ABCDEabcde 0123456789 → ABCDEabcde 0123456789
ABCDEabcde 0123456789 → ABCDEabcde 0123456789
ABCDEabcde 0123456789 → ABCDEabcde 0123456789
ABCDEabcde 0123456789 → ABCDEabcde 0123456789
1/2 23/87 8/5 239/348 → 1/2 23/87 8/5 239/348
1o 1a 1st Mrs $8.95 footnote.18 → 1o 1a 1st Mrs $8.95 footnote.18
H2O Polo Tournament → H2O Polo Tournament
availability of opentype features subject to application support
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uppercase

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY&Z

lowercase

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

oldstyle figures, etc.

lining figures, etc.

punctuation, etc.

ligatures

0123456789 $¢€£¥ƒ§#%‰¤°
0123456789 $¢€£¥ƒ§#%‰
.,:;!?¡¿’”‘’“”‚ „ ‹›« » -–—_…()[]{}\/*•@©�™®¶†‡ℓ℮
ßﬁﬂffffiffl

extended uppercase

ÁÀÂÄÃÅÇÉÈÊËÍÌÎÏŁÑÓÒÔÖÕØŠÚÙÛÜÝŸŽÐÞÆŒ

extended lowercase

áàâäãåçéèêëíìîïłñóòôöõøšúùûüýÿžðþæœ

floating accents

super- and subscript

fractions

superscript minuscules

´`ˆ¨˜˚˘ˇ˙˝¯¸˛
⁽$¢€£¥#%.,-⁾ ⁰¹²³⁴⁵⁶⁷⁸⁹₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
½ ¼ ¾ ⅓ ⅔ ⅛ ⅜ ⅝ ⅞ 0123456789⁄0123456789
abdehilmⁿorst

math

+ − × ÷ = ≈ ≠ ± < > ≤ ≥ ¬ · ~ ^ ¦|µπ∆Ω∏∑∫∂∞◊√

note

access to some characters subject to application support of opentype features

languages supported
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Albanian, Basque, Catalan, Cornish, Danish, Dutch, English, Estonian, Faroese, Finnish,
French, Galician, German, Icelandic, Indonesian, Irish, Italian, Malay, Manx, Norwegian
Bokmål, Norwegian Nynorsk, Oromo, Portuguese, Somali, Spanish, Swahili, and Swedish
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uppercase

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY&Z

lowercase

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

oldstyle figures, etc.

lining figures, etc.

punctuation, etc.

0123456789 $¢€£¥ƒ§#%‰¤°
0123456789 $¢€£¥ƒ§#%‰
.,:;!?¡¿’”‘’“”‚ „ ‹›« » -–—_…()[]{}\/*•@©�™®¶†‡ℓ℮

extended uppercase

ÁÀÂÄÃÅÇÉÈÊËÍÌÎÏŁÑÓÒÔÖÕØŠÚÙÛÜÝŸŽÐÞÆŒ

extended lowercase

áàâäãåçéèêëíìîïłñóòôöõøšúùûüýÿžðþæœ

floating accents

super- and subscript

fractions

superscript minuscules

´`ˆ¨˜˚˘ˇ˙˝¯¸˛
⁽$¢€£¥#%.,-⁾ ⁰¹²³⁴⁵⁶⁷⁸⁹₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉
½ ¼ ¾ ⅓ ⅔ ⅛ ⅜ ⅝ ⅞ 0123456789⁄0123456789
abdehilmⁿorst

math

+ − × ÷ = ≈ ≠ ± < > ≤ ≥ ¬ · ~ ^ ¦|µπ∆Ω∏∑∫∂∞◊√

note

access to some characters subject to application support of opentype features

languages supported
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Albanian, Basque, Catalan, Cornish, Danish, Dutch, English, Estonian, Faroese, Finnish,
French, Galician, German, Icelandic, Indonesian, Irish, Italian, Malay, Manx, Norwegian
Bokmål, Norwegian Nynorsk, Oromo, Portuguese, Somali, Spanish, Swahili, and Swedish
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This specimen is set in Sweet® Sans.

and Sackers Gothic are trademarks of Monotype Imaging. Other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
MVB Fonts assumes no liability for inadvertent inaccuracies or typographical errors that might be found in this document. The names of individuals and/or businesses used in typographic illustrations are intended
to be fictitious. Any similarity to persons, living or dead, and/or actual
places, addresses, business names, trademarks or trade names is unin-
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tentional and purely coincidental. Product characteristics, content and
availability are subject to change without notice.
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